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                         I WANNA WAKE UP WITH YOU                    
Writer: Ben Peters.    Artist:Boris Gardiner 

 
Key C.  4/4 Strum DDu DuDu (Gentle Reggae style)  

Intro:[C!] [G!] [Am!] [F!] [C!] [G!] [C] [C] [C].       
 
[C] I wanna wake [G] up with [Am]you,  [F]  
[C] I wanna be [G] there when you open your[C] eyes 
[F]I want you to [G]be the [Am] first thing that I [F] see,  
[C]I wanna wake [G]up with [C]you[G] 
  
[C] I wanna lay [G] by your [Am] side, [F]  
[C] I wanna feel [G] every beat of your [C] heart 
[F] And throughout the[G]  night, I [Am]  wanna hold you [F] tight,  
[C] I wanna wake [G] up with [C]you[C7] 
  
[F] All the love in[G] side me has been [C]sleeping,  
[F] waiting till the [G]right one came a[C]long 
[E7]You can share the love that I've been [Am]keeping,  
[D] you can put the music to my [G] song[G7] 
  
[C] I wanna wake [G] up with [Am]you,  [F]  
[C] I wanna be [G] there when you open your[C] eyes 
[F]I want you to [G]be the [Am] first thing that I [F] see,  
[C]I wanna wake [G]up with [C]you[G] 
  
[C]Doo Doo  Doo   [G] Doo Doo [Am]  Doo  [F] 
[C]  Doo Doo  Doo   [G] Doo Doo  Doo  Doo Doo [C]  Doo  
[F]And throughout the [G] night, I  [Am]  wanna hold you [F] tight,  
[C] I wanna wake [G]up with [C]you [C7]  
 
[F]All the love in[G] side me has been [C]sleeping,  
[F]waiting till the [G]right one came a[C]long 
[E7]You can share the love that I've been [Am] keeping,  
[D] you can put the music to my [G] song[G7]  
 
[C] I wanna wake [G] up with [Am]you,  [F]  
[C] I wanna be [G] there when you open your[C] eyes 
[F]I want you to [G]be the [Am] first thing that I [F] see,  
[C]I wanna wake [G]up with [C]you[G] 
 
[C] I wanna lay [G] by your [Am] side, [F] 
[C] I wanna feel [G] every beat of your [C] heart 
[F] And throughout the[G] night, I [Am]  wanna hold you [F] tight,  
[C] I wanna wake [G] up with [C]you [C] [C!] 


